Mavis Future Faculty Fellows (MF3) Program
Mentoring Agreement

Recipients of the Mavis Future Faculty Fellowship (MF3) program agree to satisfy a number of responsibilities during the year of their award. Each first-year MF3 fellow is assigned a second-year fellow as their mentor to help them navigate these responsibilities. This agreement, signed by both the first-year fellow and their mentor, declares their intention to meet approximately once a month during the award year.

During these meetings, the first-year fellow is encouraged to discuss and develop their capstone experience with their mentor, along with their faculty mentor. Mentors are responsible to inform the first-year fellows about upcoming seminars and workshops that fellows must attend to fulfill their responsibilities as second-year fellows. Additionally, both the first-year fellow and the mentor are encouraged to discuss all facets of the program during these meetings in order to better understand the roles of research, teaching, and mentoring in their future careers as academic faculty.

Questions about the MF3 program may be directed to Rhonda McElroy and Kathy Reeves in the Office of Graduate and Professional Engineering Programs. Please use engr-gpp@illinois.edu to reach us through email.

1st Year Mavis Fellow Signature: ___________________________       Date: ________________

MF3 Mentor’s Signature: ___________________________          Date: ________________